We fit ALL KIDS from toddlers to teens!

littleSTEPS® foot orthotics:
- Support Flat Feet and Improve Posture
- Control Heel Pain/Sever’s Disease
- Reduce Growing Pains
- Effective for Toe Walking

littleSTEPS® gait plates:
- Reduce In-Toeing
- Improve Hip & Lower Extremity Strength
- Reduce Destructive Torsional Forces
- Create a Straighter, More Normal Gait

WHY ARE LITTLESTEPS SO EFFECTIVE?
- Deep 30mm Heel Cup - Control the heel and you Control the Foot
- Deep Medial and Lateral Flanges for Effective Foot Alignment
- Firm Yet Soft Composite Material that Won’t Distort or Twist Under Pressure

CALL NOW to see how to get started! Order littleSTEPS® by the pair, or in Fit Chains, Fit Kits, or Starter Kits.

NOLARO24 LLC
the alternative to custom orthotics
Nolaro24.com
info@nolaro24.com
877.792.4669

Scan this QR Code with your Smartphone to visit our website
Text 203-725-6790